NEW FOR 2022
GIUSO EXCELLENCE: TRADITION AND INNOVATION

YOUR DISPLAY CABINET,
MORE SURPRISING THAN EVER.

This year, once again, we’re focusing on excellence, to offer you new products that are also a feast for the eyes
and that respond to all the very latest consumer trends, satisfying lovers of artisan gelato and pastries.
Enter a world of new surprises with us!

COCONUT NERELLA CRISPY
A cream that combines the delicate flavour of
white chocolate and the exotic flavour of
coconut, with a soft texture enriched with the
crispy touch of desiccated and toasted
coconut. White in colour, it’s the perfect
ingredient for evoking tropical atmospheres and
giving your creations unparalleled fullness.

CODE

PRODUCT

PACK KG

PACKS PER BOX

QUANTITY G/KG MIX

GLUTEN
FREE

011BK155

Coconut Nerella Crispy

6

2 buckets

to taste



WITHOUT ADDED
MILK DERIVATIVES

VEGAN

CODE

PRODUCT

PACK KG

PACKS PER
BOX

QUANTITY G/KG MIX

GLUTEN
FREE

011BN160

Candy Nerella

6

2 buckets

to taste as a ripple for cremini
layers
for gelato: 1 kg /1 kg of milk



013CF225

Sgranocchio Ripple

2

2 buckets

to taste as a ripple
for gelato: 80-100 g/1 kg of
white base



WITHOUT ADDED
MILK DERIVATIVES

VEGAN

Gelato of Memories
Our favourite childhood snacks revisited in
gelato form: a line designed to sweetly celebrate
the most delicious memories.

CANDY NERELLA
Candy sweets, the undisputed queens of
our tasty childhood memories, become a
cream that combines the intriguing and
enveloping flavour of almonds and
hazelnuts and the deliciousness of milk and
cream. Seductive and delicate, it is perfect as it
is, layered in cremini, as a flavouring for gelato
or as a ripple.

SGRANOCCHIO RIPPLE
A rich and delicious brittle-flavoured ripple
with pieces of almond and peanut. Lightbrown colour and with a strong, caramel flavour
that combines a smooth texture with a surprising
crunchiness. Perfect as it is as a ripple or
flavouring, for a full-bodied gelato that will delight
from the first taste.

NAPOLITANER ESPRESSO CREAM
A silky cream with the intense and aromatic flavour
of coffee, enriched with pieces of wafer.
A rich, satisfying and enveloping flavour, that is
made even more surprising thanks to the crispiness
of the wafer biscuits. For a gelato that’s more
intriguing than ever.

CODE

PRODUCT

PACK KG

PACKS PER BOX

QUANTITY G/KG MIX

013CD225

Napolitaner Espresso Cream

2.5

2 buckets

75-80 g/ 1 kg of
white base

GLUTEN
FREE

WITHOUT ADDED
MILK DERIVATIVES

VEGAN

CODE.

PRODUCT

RICOTTA STREGATA KIT
02500025

PACK KG

PACKS PER BOX

QUANTITY G/KG MIX

11.5

Ricotta Base

8 x 1 kg bags

1 kg of product
+ 2.5 l of milk

Ricotta Stregata Ripple

1 x 3.5 kg bucket

to taste

GLUTEN
FREE

WITHOUT ADDED
MILK DERIVATIVES

VEGAN

Ricotta Stregata Kit
The rediscovery of Made in Italy authenticity and
tradition is a trend that’s now more in vogue
than ever. That’s why, Giuso and Strega Alberti
have joined together to create a unique kit for an
intense and aromatic gelato flavour, that will bewitch
from the first taste! A white ricotta-flavoured
base, with a delicate but distinctive flavour,
combines wonderfully with Ricotta Stregata
Ripple (containing 15% of Strega liqueur), featuring
the strong and intense flavour of the famous liqueur,
with the addition of pieces of sponge cake. A recipe
that’s a must in your display cabinet, to seduce lovers
of this most iconic and traditional Italian liqueur.

RIPPLES
RASPBERRY
Ripple enriched with 35% of candied
raspberries. Using only natural colourings and
flavourings, it boasts an aromatic fragrance, an
intense and bright red colour and a rich and
sweet flavour with a slightly acidic note. The
perfect ingredient for your trendiest offerings, with
the fruity taste of raspberries.

LIME
A rich, bright-green ripple with 15% of semicandied lime peel strips. Contains only
natural flavourings and colourings.
Everything you need to give a citrusy note and an
inebriating fragrance to your gelato.
.

CODE.

PRODUCT

PACK KG

PACKS PER BOX

QUANTITY G/KG MIX

GLUTEN
FREE

WITHOUT ADDED
MILK DERIVATIVES

VEGAN

013BV130

Raspberry

3.5

2 buckets

to taste







013CG135

Lime

3.5

2 buckets

to taste







CODE

PRODUCT

PACK KG

PACKS PER
BOX

QUANTITY G/KG MIX

GLUTENFREE

WITHOUT ADDED
MILK DERIVATIVES

011BM225

Gold Toasted Avola Almond
Paste

3.5

2 tins

120-150 g product/ 1
kg of white base





011BL225

Superpremium Pinenut Paste

2.5

2 buckets

80-120 g product/ 1 kg
of white base





VEGAN



The Classics
GOLD AVOLA TOASTED
ALMOND PASTE
Containing only well-toasted almonds of
the premium Avola variety. A 100%
pure paste, without added flavourings,
colourings or oils. Light brown and with a
delicate, but distinctive flavour.

SUPERPREMIUM PINENUT
PASTE
An aromatic pinenut paste with a sweet
flavour. Light brown. Ideal for those looking
for a very delicate but distinctive gelato. Free
from artificial colours and flavourings.

TIRAMISU
TIRAMISU RIPPLE
A tiramisu-flavoured ripple combining the delicate
flavour of mascarpone cheese, the alcoholic
note of Marsala wine, the intensity of coffee and
just a hint of cocoa in a single product that reflects
the authentic flavours of Italian tradition. With a soft
texture, enriched by delicious pieces of sponge. Dark
brown in colour, it guarantees perfect resistance in the
display cabinet and is also ideal for giving a unique
touch to your modern pastry creations.

TIRAMISU READY BASE
A ready-to-use base that’s ideal for use in modern
pastry creations, at both negative and positive
temperatures (semifreddo chilled desserts, mousses
and spoon desserts). Easy to use, by just adding
cold milk, it has the delicate flavour of mascarpone
cheese, with pleasant coffee undertones. Try with
Tiramisu ripple: pure authenticity to savour to the full.

CODE

PRODUCT

PACK KG

PACKS PER
BOX

QUANTITY G/KG MIX

013CE130

Tiramisu Ripple

3.5

2 buckets

to taste

6 bags

for mousse: 400 g of product + 1l
of cold milk
for semifreddo: 400 g of product
+ 1 l of cold milk
+ 100 g caster sugar

00222204

Tiramisu Ready Base

2

GLUTEN
FREE



WITHOUT ADDED
MILK DERIVATIVES

VEGAN

CODE

PRODUCT

PACK KG

PACKS PER
BOX

GLUTEN FREE

WITHOUT ADDED
MILK DERIVATIVES

VEGAN

040AL112

Apricot Strafrutta

1.3

6 tubs







040FR112

Strawberry Strafrutta

1.3

6 tubs







040FC112

Fruits of the Forest and Cinnamon Strafrutta

1.3

6 tubs







040MY112

Mango and Yuzu Strafrutta

1.3

6 tubs







STRA

FRUTTA
FRUTTA
Frutta a strati
per idee straordinarie

STRAFRUTTA
Giuso’s first range of fruit in sheets.
A practical and ready-to-use product offering
a creamy texture, intense flavours and
bright colours so you can create perfect shapes,
impeccable layers and creative combinations.
Unique products designed for modern pastry
creations and baked goods to allow you to give
free rein to your creativity. Be captivated by the
extraordinary.

My Farcy
A vast range of creamy and velvety
fillings with a rich and satisfying
flavour. Created using carefullyselected and top-quality ingredients.
A revolution, designed to satisfy customers
with fresh and innovative fillings that can be
tailored to their needs, simply and safely!
The extremely practical and innovative
dispenser has been specially designed to
best preserve product freshness, avoiding
unnecessary waste whilst elegantly
furnishing your venue at the same time.
Choose My Farcy: delight your
customers at breakfast, for an afternoon
snack or at any time of day in just a single
move.

CODE

PRODUCT

PACK KG

PACKS PER BOX

GLUTEN FREE

WITHOUT ADDED
MILK DERIVATIVES

04090036

My Farcy Apricot

0.9

6





04091036

My Farcy Fruits of the Forest

0.9

6





011FG008

My Farcy Gianduja

0.85

6



011FN008

My Farcy Hazelnut

0.85

6



011FP008

My Farcy Pistachio

0.85

6



A CENTURY OF INNOVATION,
AUTHENTICITY AND TRADITION.

096IA650

Giuso Guido Spa with sole shareholder
A company under the management and coordination of Cone Investment UK Ltd
Regione Cartesio | 15012 Bistagno (AL) Italy | giuso.it

